Ultra Aluminum™ Low-Maintenance Arbors

An Architecturally Appealing and Long Lasting Addition to Your Plans

Ultra Aluminum Garden Arbors are made in America of strong aluminum alloys, with advanced powder coating that is twice as hard as typical baked enamel finishes. Choose from a variety of elegant Arbor designs to fit your landscaping plan. The kits come in a variety of colors, all with a Lifetime Warranty against cracking, chipping or peeling.

All Components are Super Low-Maintenance Ultra Aluminum

Never needs painting
Won’t rust, rot, crack or peel
Easy to Install

Colors

The powder-coated finishes available for Ultra Railing, Gates and Accessories are all applied with a special Ultra™ Powercoat™ finish to resist harsh weather and the sun.

Colors shown represent an approximate comparison and may vary slightly from actual product color.
Arbors by Ultra Aluminum

Designed for Beauty and Strength
Ultra Arbors are engineered to be easy to install. Unlike most vinyl arbors, they stand straight and sturdy, and won’t rack and wobble. They are designed to last for years and years without the worry of ongoing maintenance.

Add a Gate
Gates can be made to fit the openings of our standard 48” opening, or any size you desire.

Custom-Sizes
Ultra can design an arbor to fit a particular size opening and almost any depth. Ask your Ultra rep for details.

Gloss or Textured Finishes
Advanced Powercoat™ allows us to produce a high-quality, long-lasting finish, which is also environmentally friendly. Powercoat is twice the thickness and hardness of a typical baked enamel finish, and meets AAMA 2604 standards for the ultimate in durability and UV Protection.

Materials
All Ultra Aluminum railing components are extruded from Ultrum™ 6005-T5 alloy, with a minimum ultimate strength of 35,000 psi. Ultra posts come in a variety of thicknesses, and are also Powercoat™ finished.

Ultra is proud to use recycled aluminum in our products. Aluminum is the most commonly recycled metal in the world. Our Powercoat coating process is environmentally friendly and virtually pollution-free.

Ultra Lifetime Warranty
Ultra Aluminum railing products are guaranteed for life against defects in workmanship and/or materials. The Powercoat™ finish is guaranteed for life against cracking, peeling or chipping.

Visit our website for more information and a copy of the warranty.

Manufactured by Ultra Aluminum Mfg., Inc.
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